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Planar Invariants of TCn�Cm 2basic "parallel data shifting" operations whereby each node passes some datum to a speci�cneighbor in the network. One important information is the topological invariants suchas vertex deletion number, splitting number, skewness and crossing number as a mesureof nonplanarity of a graph GM . There are several application which make use of thisinformation such as Graph Drawing applications and VLSI design.One of the most popular of the regular toroidal meshes is the Cn�Cm graphs for whichentire articles were dedicated to proving the minimum number of crossings in optimumdrawings [15, 3, 6, 1, 2, 23], and other planarity invariants such as skewness and splittingnumber [20, 10, 21, 24]. In this work we give a proof that the vertex deletion number andsplitting number of TCn�Cm is minfn;mg. This graph consists of a regular triangulation ofthe torus formed by adding the edges vi;jv(i+1)modn;(j+1)modm to each vertex of Cn � Cm.A simple drawing of a graph G is a drawing of G on the plane such that no edge crossesitself, adjacent edges do not cross, crossing edges do so only once, edges do not cross vertices,and no more than two edges cross at a common point. A graph is planar when there is asimple drawing for this graph in the plane such that no edges cross. In what follows, alldrawings are assumed to be simple.
Figure 1: K3;3.

In our proofs we depend heavily on the following characterizationby Kuratowski[18]: a graph is planar if and only if it does notcontains a subdivision of K5 or K3;3 (see Figure 1) as a subgraph.A drawing of a graph G is optimum when it has the minimumnumber of crossings among all drawings of G. This number iscalled the crossing number of G and is denoted by �(G).The skewness �(G) is the smallest integer k � 0 such that theremoval of k edges from G yields a planar graph.The vertex deletion number �(G) is the smallest integer k � 0 such that the removal ofk vertices from G yields a planar graph.The splitting number �(G) of a graph is the smallest integer k � 0 such that a planargraph can be obtained from G by k vertex splitting operations. A vertex splitting operation,or simply splitting, of a vertex v 2 V (G) partitions the set of neighbors of v into twononempty sets P1 e P2 and adds to Gnv two new and nonadjacent vertices v1 and v2, suchthat P1 is the set of neighbors of v1 and P2 is the set of neighbors of v2. If a graph H isobtained from G by a sequence of k splittings, we say that H is the resulting graph of thisset of k splittings in G.Some aspects of the study of splitting number have been considered by Eades andMendon�ca [8, 7]: they successfully used splitting numbers in layout algorithm design.Very little is known about vertex deletion number, splitting numbers, skewness or cross-ing numbers for speci�c classes of graphs. The corresponding decision problems are allNP-complete [12, 11, 13]. For a �xed k, CROSSING NUMBER turns to be polynomial[12], recently Robertson and Seymour [22] have shown VERTEX DELETION NUMBER,SPLITTING NUMBER and SKEWNESS also turn to be polynomial. The di�culty of�nding the values of these invariants can justify entire articles in which just one type ofgraph is considered. For instance, the crossing numbers for the graphs C3 � C3, C4 � C4,C6 � C6 and C7 � C7 were recently established [15, 6, 1, 2], the splitting number for thegraph Q4 was established in [10]. The knowledge of the smallest nonplanar element in a



Planar Invariants of TCn�Cm 3class of graphs can help to �nd the values or bounds for this invariant for every element inthe class. For instance, the crossing number of the C3�Cn was established in [3] using thecrossing number of the C3 � C3. Also the splitting number of the Q4 which is isomorphicto C4 � C4 was used in [20] to determine the lower bound for the graphs Cn � Cm wheren;m � 4.The vertex deletion number has been computed for Cn � Cm. This number is (exceptfor a few values of n and m) the same as the vertex splitting number and skewness [21].The splitting number has been computed for complete graphs [16], for complete bipartitegraphs [17] and for Cn�Cm graphs [20]. The skewness has been computed for Qn cubes [5]and for Cn�Cm graphs [20]. The crossing number has been computed for Cn�Cm graphs[23]. Bound for the crossing number have been computed for complete graphs [14] for thecomplete bipartite graphs [4] and for n-cubes [9, 19, 25].Note that the vertex deletion number is trivial for the complete graphs Kn (which isn � 4 if n > 4) and for the complete bipartite graphs Kn;m (which is minfn;mg � 2 ifminfn;mg > 2).Research on vertex deletion number can be also justi�ed by the interdependency of thecrossing number, skewness, splitting number and vertex deletion number. The followingthree Lemmas show that for any graph G, �(G) � �(G) � �(G) � �(G).Lemma 1.1 For all graph G, �(G) � �(G),Proof. Consider an optimum drawing of a graph G with �(G) crossings, now for each pairof edges that cross remove one of the edges. The removal of this set of edges of size at most�(G) produces a planar graph from G which implies that �(G) � �(G). 2Lemma 1.2 For all graph G, �(G) � �(G).Proof. Let H be a subgraph of G obtained by the removal of k = �(G) edges of G. Foreach edge ei = uivi (i = 1; 2; :::; k) removed from G to build H, build a splitting operationin ui such that the new vertices u0i and u00i have neighborhood N(u0i) = N(ui) n fvig andN(u00i ) = fvig. 2Lemma 1.3 For all graph G, �(G) � �(G).Proof. Delete vertices instead of splitting them. 2A chordless circuit or simply circuit Ck, k � 3 of a graph G is a set of vertices Ck =fv0; v1; :::; vk�1g where each vertex vi has exactly two neighbors v(i�1)modk and v(i+1)modkin Ck. We say that a C circuit is a k-circuit if it is a circuit of k vertices.Let q and r be the maximum common divisor and minimum common multi-ple of n and m, respectively. A triangulation of Cn � Cm, denoted by TCn�Cm ,is a graph with nm vertices where each vertex vi;j (i = 0; 1; :::; n � 1 and j =0; 1; :::;m�1) has exactly six neighbors v(i�1)modn;j, v(i+1)modn;j, vi;(j�1)modm, vi;(j+1)modmv(i�1)modn;(j�1)modm and v(i+1)modn;(j+1)modm. Let a row n-circuit be the m n-circuits
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Figure 2: �(TCn�Cm) � minfn;mg.Rjn = fv0;j ; v1;j ; :::; vn�1;jg (for j = 0; 1; :::;m � 1), a column m-circuit be the n m-circuitsCim = fvi;0; vi;1; :::; vi;m�1g (for i = 0; 1; :::; n�1), and a diagonal r-circiuit be the q r-circuitsCkr = fvk;0; v(k+1)modn;1; :::; v(k+r�1)modn;(r�1)modm (for k = 0; 1; :::; q � 1. Note that thistriangulation does not cover all regular triangulation of the torus.Two graphs G and H are isomorphic if there is a bijection  : V G ! V H such thattwo distinct vertices x and y of G are adjacent if and only if the vertices  (x) and  (y) areadjacent in H. Such a function is called an isomorphism from G to H. It is obvious thatTCn�Cm is isomorphic to TCm�Cn .An automorphism of a graph G is an isomorphism between G and itself. We observethat Cn � Cm has 4nm automorphisms if n 6= m, and 8nm if n = m.Given a graph G and a subgraph S of G, we say that G is S-transitive if for each pairF , H subgraphs of G, where F and H are isomorphic to S, there is an automorphism � ofG such that if v 2 V (F ), then �(v) 2 V (H).It is an easy exercise to show that the graph TCn�Cm is vertex-transitive. Therefore, aparticular vertex may be chosen without loss of generality.Our strategy in this work is as follows. In section 2 we show that the upper bound ofthe splitting number of TCn�Cm is at most minfn;mg. In section 3 we show that the lowerbound of the vertex deletion number of TCn�Cm is at least minfn;mg.2 Upper bounds for �(TCn�Cm)Theorem 2.1 The splitting number of TCn�Cm is at most minfn;mg.Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that m � n. Figure 2 displays a planardrawing of the graph obtained after minfn;mg = m splitting operations of the TCn�Cm .Therefore, �(TCn�Cm) � minfn;mg = m. 2
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Figure 3: If v(i�1)modn;(j�1)modn or v(i+1)modn;(j+1)modn do not belong to D then H containsa subdivision of K3;33 Lower bounds for �(TCn�Cm)Lemma 3.1 The vertex deletion number of TC2�C3 is at least 2.Proof. The graph TC2�C3 contains a subgraph isomorphic to K6. Therefore, �(TC2�C3) � 2.2Lemma 3.2 The vertex deletion number of TCn�Cn is at least n.Proof. Let G = (V;E) be the graph TCn�Cn and D be a subset of the vertices of G suchthat jDj = k = n� 1 � 2. Let H be the subgraph of G induced by V nD. Let s be numberof di�erent rows n-circuits that intersects D. We prove the assertion by induction in s.Since k < n, H contains a column n-circuit Cjn.Base: there are two cases.case 1: n is odd and s < n2 . In this case by the pigeon hole principle there areat least two consecutive rows n-circuits, lets say Rin and R(i+1)modnn . Therefore,Cjn [Rin [ fv(i+1)modn;(j+1)modng � H contains a subdivision of K3;3 (see Figure3).case 2: n is even and s = n2 . In this case, if at least 2 rows n-circuits are consecutivewe have a subdivision of K3;3 as in the previous case. Otherwise (there are not 2consecutives rows n-circuits) there is at least one vertex wl = v(l�1)modn;(j�1)modnor wl = v(l+1)modn;(j+1)modn (for each row n-circuit Rln) that does not belong toD. Therefore, Cjn [ Rin [ fwg � H contains a subdivision of K3;3 as shown inFigure 3.



Planar Invariants of TCn�Cm 6Hippothesis: If s < k then H contains a subdivision of K3;3.Thesis: s = k. In this case, h contains at least 1 row n-circuit Rin = fvi;0; vi;1; :::; vi;n�1gsuch that D \ Rin = ;. If at least one of the vertices v(i�1)modn;(j�1)modn orv(i+1)modn;(j+1)modn does not belong to D then H contains a subdivision of K3;3(see Figure 3). Conversely, if both vertices belong to D consider the automorphism' of H where '(vt;u) = v0t;u = v(t�u+j)modn;(2j�u)modn. Note that '(H) keeps thevertex vi;j in the same position. Furthermore, the row n-circuit R0in contains bothvertices v0i;(j�1)modn = v(i+1)modn;(j+1)modn and v0i;(j+1)modn = v(i�1)modn;(j�1)modn.Therefore, the number of intersections between D and the n rows n-circuits of '(H)is at most s� 1 which implies by the induction hippothesis it contains a subdivisionof K3;3.The subdivision of K3;3 found in H implies that it is not planar. Therefore, �(G) � n.2Corollary 3.3 The vertex deletion number of TCn�Cm is at least minfn;mg.Proof. Whitout loss of generality suppose that m � n. Now contract the edges belongingto the comlumn m-circuits between the rows n-circuits R0n and R1n m�n times, if n;m � 3,otherwise contract only m � n+ 1 times. Next, remove all multiple edges. The remaininggraph is a TCn�Cn when n;m � 3 and a TC2�C3 , otherwise. It is a well kown result that bothoperations (edges contaction an edge deletion) do not increase the vertex deletion number.Therefore, in this case, it follows from this fact and from Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.1 that�(TCn�Cm) � n = minfn;mg. 2Theorem 3.4 The vertex deletion number and splitting number of TCn�Cm is minfn;mg.Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 3.3. 2AcknowledgementsThis work was partially supported by grants from CAPES, CNPq (proc. N. and 301428/96-4(PQ), 301016/92-5 (NV) and 530177/93-5), FAPERJ, and FAPESP.References[1] M. S. Anderson, R. B. Richter, and P. Rodney. The crossing number of C6 � C6.Congressus Numerantium, 118:97{107, 1996.[2] M. S. Anderson, R. B. Richter, and P. Rodney. The crossing number of C7 � C7. InProc. 28th Southeastern Conference on Combinatorics, Graph Theory and Computing,Boca Raton, Florida, USA, 1997.
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